Introduction

Industrial Background
The introduction of IEC61850 based smart substation brings many technological breakthroughs comparing to the traditional substation [1] [2] . It greatly simplifies the deployment and maintenance of the substation, improves the reliability of the secondary system and provides the foundation of information sharing between various intelligent electronic devices, so that secondary equipment's interoperability and interoperability become easier. Meanwhile the digitalized system brings in new technical challenges, especially in the information analyzing field [3] .
With the smart substation's information system getting fully digitalized and networked, the traditional connection terminals become invisible and intangible.
Due to the invisibility of the connecting circuits, it is difficult for the substation operation and maintenance personnel to locate and troubleshoot the failures caused by the secondary and the network devices. Existing network packet recording products and solutions lack the ability to graphically represent and intelligently analyse the information interaction between IED devices. There is no sufficient solution for technical personnel, especially those with background experience of traditional substation's operation and maintenance, to locate, understand and resolve faults, therefore no guarantee for the safe and reliable operations of substations [4] .
Aiming at the problem that the IED device interaction is not intuitionistic in the smart substation, a technology research on interpreting the process in an obvious way becomes extremely valuable. 
Technical Background
Visual Analysis of IED Interactive Processes
The so-called IED interaction visual analysis is able to display in accordance with the timing of the inter- 
Preliminaries
Technical Basis
⑴ The model of the information to be displayed graphically is requested to be accurately described in the substation configuration profile (SCD) defined in XML format. Through the existing technology, we can extract all of the relevant information needed for correlating.
⑵The secondary circuit of the smart substation to be analysed is (optical or electrical) Ethernet networked. is sufficient enough to achieve the substation information presenting with high level of flexibility and user experiences.
The graphing function of Java 2D technology
A visualization mechanism to describe the interactive process of IEDs is introduced in this paper, which makes things easy to view the events and verify the secondary circuit in order to facilitate the operation and maintenance personnel to quickly pinpoint the abnormal.
In order to achieve the above purpose, we use 
The Implementation
The visual analysing method described in this paper 
